Check finds ‘open-door policy’

In a late-night spot check, the DI discovers seven UI buildings’ doors unlocked and one window propped open

BY PATRICK DAVIS

A midnight door check by the Daily Iowan on Monday discovered that the doors to seven UI academic buildings remained unlocked or open, leaving millions of dollars worth of equipment and sensitive student records vulnerable to theft and vandalism.

Buildings with open doors when checked between 11 p.m. Monday and 5 a.m. Tuesday included the Business Building, Pomerantz Center, Chemistry Building, MacLean Hall, and Gilmore Hall. An easily accessible exterior window was left propped open at Calvin Hall.

A Calvin Hall ground-floor window remains open on Monday night.

Patrick Reed/The Daily Iowan

UI senior answers call of the sockeye

BY MARGARET NIXON

Geographers wars crash against the boat as which Ben Jorgensen works as he finishes another 30-hour shift searching for salmon in the rocky waters off Alaska.

Each day, 24 hours of light stream through the window propped open on Monday night.

In their turn. We know now,” said Jan Tietmeyer, a UI professor of history, who spent 20 years studying the history, culture, and anthropology of the native peoples of Alaska.

For the first time since Spencer, IA, 1903, the sockeye eats, showers, and rarely sleeps during the month of July. A midnight door check by the Daily Iowan on Monday discovered that the doors to seven UI academic buildings remained unlocked or open, leaving millions of dollars worth of equipment and sensitive student records vulnerable to theft and vandalism.

Buildings with open doors when checked between 11 p.m. Monday and 5 a.m. Tuesday included the Business Building, Pomerantz Center, Chemistry Building, MacLean Hall, and Gilmore Hall. An easily accessible exterior window was left propped open at Calvin Hall.

A Calvin Hall ground-floor window remains open on Monday night.

Patrick Reed/The Daily Iowan

Man gets 10 years in fatal attack

An Illinois man had pleaded guilty to voluntary manslaughter in the 2004 death of a UI student

BY DANIELLE STRATTON-COULTER

The UI Foundation has raised up to 60 percent of the $2 billion objective in the “Good. Better. Best. Iowa.” fundraising campaign, officials and donors said.

Donations so far of $600 million, which include a surprise $500 million from UI President David Bracken in April 2004. The donor begins on Jan. 1, 2005, in an effort to maintain the university’s competitive edge, and it will conclude at the end of this year.

The UI Foundation has raised $50 million so far.

While the foundation has made significant progress in most of its six key donation areas, including student scholarships and faculty research, fundraising has yielded only 27 percent of the $1.5 billion and staff support, which includes establishing 20 new endowed faculty positions.

Foremost Mayer, the UI Foundation’s director of communications, said the effectiveness of the campaign should be measured by the benefits of the donations, not whether individual goals are reached.
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Felons regaining voting rights

BY ERIN TIKERDA

NEW YORK — With elections here, states are inching toward fully restoring the right to vote to felons — in federal court, in others, acknowledging they are making progressive steps. But it is clear that the discrepancy affects all felon populations.

"Felons disengagement means on the last vestiges of civic..." said a former employee of the Lodge, who has written into city code.

Kinnick security to remain solid

BY MEGAN V. MALLOY

With almost $900 million in renovations going on at Kinnick Stadium, Iowa City police officials said they plan on putting extra officers on the field during football season to handle the increased police presence from the renovations.

"We're anticipating a new sort of excitement from the stadium, especially students," said an Iowa City police officer.

On Wednesday, Iowa City Police Chief Charles Reynolds said the department has been "meaningfully surrounding the stadium area, and we've been..." he said. "We're in the process of putting together a plan to increase police presence, and we're looking to about 100 officers." Reynolds also said the department is looking at having a "persistent" police officer on duty.

A construction crew member works on Kinnick Stadium on June 8. Although the new addition is made of steel, officials do not expect any increase in security in the stadium.

"One would hope that after all the work that's been put into this, we can take pride in our..." said a former employee of the Lodge, who has written into city code.

Correction

In the June 14th issue of "The Daily Iowan," a story was published regarding the lease of the former Daily Iowan building. The story incorrectly stated that the landlord was the Daily Iowan. The Daily Iowan is owned by Hawkeye Communications, a subsidiary of the Daily Iowan.

Police blotter

Robert Arnold, 20, of Edgewood, was charged with M 4 assault, of a minor with a firearm, and of a minor with a firearm with regard to the purchase of a firearm.

Laser hair removal

Laser hair removal is a safe, effective method of removing hair. It is important to choose a qualified professional for this procedure. This article also offers content on "Graysonie: The Surprising Way Men and Women..." and "Iowa Collectibles..."
Bomb kills anti-Syrian politician

Lebanese experience the second such assassination in three weeks, and many blame Syria for the killings.

By Zena Kadar

BEIRUT, Lebanon - A bomb killed an anti-Syrian politician whose coffin was smashing in three weeks, the second such assassination in three weeks, and many blame Syria for the killings.

Lebanese Communist Party supporters light candles at the scene of a bomb blast that killed former party leader George Hawi, seen to the left, in Beirut, Lebanon, on Tuesday, a politician strongly opposed to Syria's influence in Lebanon, was killed in an explosion under his car seat.

The Bush administration stepped up pressure against Syria on Tuesday, a political tactic designed to boost its campaign against terrorism.

The Bush administration stepped up pressure against Syria on Tuesday, a political tactic designed to boost its campaign against terrorism.

There are no random killings. These are targeted killings. There is a lot of assassinations, said spokesman Scott McAlister.

The US has taken the lead in an international campaign against terrorism.

Syrian authorities are part of that context, and that atmosphere, and it needs to be confronted.

And she said that in "uncertainty about Syrian activities in Lebanon," deepened by a "political vacuum" in the country.

Syria's continued presence is a threat to the political stability and economic growth of the country.

Syria's continued presence is a threat to the political stability and economic growth of the country.

Towa squash meets heart of darkness in Ramadi, Iraq

By Ann Scott Tyson

RAMADI, Iraq - Under the scorching summer sun, an Iraqi military guard in a faded khaki uniform scanned for insurgents. He was searching for anything out of the ordinary - a bag, a lump of dirt, a wire that could lead to a bomb in this war-torn city.

Just a few minutes earlier, a group of mourners had gathered at the entrance to the U.S. military base in this Iraqi city, on the outskirts of Baghdad, to pray for the memory of a U.S. soldier who had died in a roadside bombing.
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The most common complaint that I have heard from other dog-owners is that we are being forced to move to another city for dog parks. This is a serious problem, as many dog-owners are unable to find a suitable alternative. It is not fair to force people to move away from their homes and families just because they want to spend time with their pets.

I believe that there are ways to address this issue. First, we need to find more locations for dog parks. This could be done through partnerships with local government or by seeking donations from businesses and individuals. Second, we need to ensure that dog parks are well-maintained and safe for all users. This requires regular funding and staffing.

In conclusion, I believe that dog parks are an important part of our community. We need to work together to find solutions to the challenges we face. Let's make sure that everyone has a place to enjoy their pets.
By Audra Beals

Iva Summer Rep in back this year with a season that promises to expose the world of theater and all of its off-the-wall, behind-the-scenes drama.

Opening Thursday night, the 12th annual summer stock series brings the world of music and drama under the gaze of student and professional actors, directors, designers, and stage managers.

It’s a story of two women who fall in love with the same man. One is his wife, the other his mistress. But when they realize he has serious faults, they decide to make him a clone so he can be raised right, and raise him together.

The idea comes from a theater company, the University of Iowa Playwrights’ Workshop, which presented the play in Cleveland in 1934. The play was then picked up for production at a rep acting company in Buffalo, but when the script for the show’s big star, a professional actor, was sent to the show’s director, he decided to cast the role himself, and the show was not produced.

The play is back, and it’s expected to be a hit. The show’s director, said the few that saw the first preview of the show were sold on the idea of bringing the play back. The show is expected to be a hit, and the show’s director said he has seen the play a few times, and he is excited to bring the show back.

The play is a historical fiction piece, and it’s expected to be a hit. The show’s director said he has seen the play a few times, and he is excited to bring the play back.
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Corbett, was initially charged with second-degree domestic assault after DNA evidence and witness accounts pointed to him. The Arlington Heights, Ill., native said he did not intentionally kill Kearney.

A state medical examiner's assistant, Brett Kearney had maintained a fractured skull and severe brain trauma. They ruled the cause of death as blood in his lungs due to strangulation and the manner of death as homicide.

American County Attorney Annette Labby said that Kearney's death was not a homicide.

"There are a number of people who are smarter than me because Paul Kearney is a living, breathing, very [Live Leb]" says Labby, gesturing toward approximately 20 of Kearney's useful family and friends who had congregated for the sentencing.

"You've got to be creative, you've got to be smart, you've got to be effective, you've got to be aggressive, you've got to have a sense of humor, you've got to be able to laugh, and you've got to be able to be a leader," said Labby, expressing her sorrow about her son's death.

"You just have to work hard. We're nine-terths of the way there already."

Steve Parrott, director of University Relations

Foundation hits 90% of its goal

\[ \text{FUNDRAISER} \]

\[ \text{CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1} \]

The foundation also expects to continue to receive the drive in raising its end goal. The proceeds from the fund will benefit the University of Iowa's Center for the Study of Adolescents with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder.

"I can't believe it. I don't think it's happening," said Parrott, the director of University Relations. "I'm just sitting here with my mouth wide open, I'm in shock."

The $75,000 goal is the first of three phases to reach the university's goal of $1 million. The last two phases will be $125,000 each.

"We're not going to have a problem," said Parrott, who added that the foundation will be able to reach its goal.

"I'm just going to keep working until we reach our goal."

**ILLINOIS**

**ALASKA**

**NEW YORK**

**STATE**

Vilsack signs agreement with New Zealand

On Wednesday, June 14, Gov. Tom Vilsack signed a treaty with New Zealand officials concerning an exchange of educational ideas and research efforts.

"I want to work on the exchange of students and New Zealand officials to bring their people here and have them learn from our country and our culture," said Vilsack.

Vilsack suggested that the next protocol could be agricultural traditions to engage in joint research to become leaders in this area.

"We will also do something unique with joint presentations and joint efforts," the governor said.

"I want to see our students and New Zealand students to come here and learn from each other," Vilsack said.

"I hope this treaty will continue to grow over the years."
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**Sports**

**WIE ready for Sorensten**

By Doug Ferguson

CHERRY HILLS VILLAGE, Colo. — Michelle Wie is only 15 and already has a keen sense of self, a mature confidence that has been tested by events that happened 30 years before she was born.

Standing in the first as a 13-year-old in 2002, she had all the skill of a champion, plus an aura that made her a natural favorite. Because she was only 13, she was the favorite.

Standing in the same spot as a 15-year-old this week, Michelle Wie has all the skill of a champion, plus a mature confidence that has been tested by events that happened 30 years before she was born.
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remained divided in a more equitable way. Even so, there will be a gradual reduction from 10 percent to 5 percent to 2 percent to 1 percent over a four-year period. Veterans will now be subject to a contract rate that drops as their age increases. The provisions of non-veterans and former non-veterans is a reduction in the salary of athletes from seven years to five years of service by 50 percent of the league average salary in those three years. The provisions of a maximum of 10 percent of one another, plus the so-called supertax against free agents, players falling within a salary cap, and the so-called luxury tax. This was to prevent teams from signing too many high-salaried players.

Seven players were released by the union after they were unable to reach a deal with the owners. The players were: James Jones, Antawn Jamison, Shaquille O'Neal, Dikembe Mutombo, Alonzo Mourning, Tim Hardaway, and Allen Iverson. The union also threatened to initiate legal action against the league if the owners do not agree to a new contract by the end of March.

The players were willing to accept a salary cap to prevent teams from signing too many high-salaried players. The so-called supertax against free agents, players falling within a salary cap, and the so-called luxury tax. This was to prevent teams from signing too many high-salaried players. The players were: James Jones, Antawn Jamison, Shaquille O'Neal, Dikembe Mutombo, Alonzo Mourning, Tim Hardaway, and Allen Iverson.

The union also threatened to initiate legal action against the league if the owners do not agree to a new contract by the end of March. The players were willing to accept a salary cap to prevent teams from signing too many high-salaried players. The so-called supertax against free agents, players falling within a salary cap, and the so-called luxury tax. This was to prevent teams from signing too many high-salaried players. The players were: James Jones, Antawn Jamison, Shaquille O'Neal, Dikembe Mutombo, Alonzo Mourning, Tim Hardaway, and Allen Iverson.
The Reds ax Miley

Reeling Reds ax Miley

We had huge expectations coming into the season, and we did not live up to them.

- Jerry Norman

Miley fired

The former Cincinnati Reds bench coach Miley was fired on Monday night in a season-ending move that manager O'Brien said was not a result of the team's poor play this season.

O'Brien acknowledged that he had seen problems in the past week, especially from the bench, and that they were not available for comment. He said that he had already talked to Miley about the situation and that they would handle the job for the Reds.

But O'Brien said pitching was not the reason for Miley's firing. He said that the Reds had a lot of expectations coming into the season, and that they needed to improve.

The Reds have been struggling all season, and have lost 10 straight games in the last month. They are currently in last place in the NL Central.

Miley was fired on Monday night after the Reds lost to the Iowan-Iowa City, 6-2. The Reds are now 21-19 for the season, and have lost 10 straight games.

Miley was fired on Tuesday morning and Tuesday afternoon, and was not available for comment. He said that he had seen problems in the past week, especially from the bench, and that they were not available for comment. He said that he had already talked to Miley about the situation and that they would handle the job for the Reds.

But O'Brien said pitching was not the reason for Miley's firing. He said that the Reds had a lot of expectations coming into the season, and that they needed to improve.

The Reds have been struggling all season, and have lost 10 straight games in the last month. They are currently in last place in the NL Central.

Miley was fired on Monday night after the Reds lost to the Iowan-Iowa City, 6-2. The Reds are now 21-19 for the season, and have lost 10 straight games.

The Reds have been struggling all season, and have lost 10 straight games in the last month. They are currently in last place in the NL Central.
**No drafting prep in new NBA deal**

The NBA raises the minimum age to be eligible for the draft.

**GAME TIME LEAGUE**

Northwestern College's Dee Remmende got a hand in the big game Tuesday against the North Liberty Community Center in a gym on Tuesday night, Remmende hosted the first ball game.

Remmende return sparks offensive eruption

**By CHARLIE KAUZ**

Northern Iowa's Dee Remmende got a hand in the big game Tuesday against the North Liberty Community Center in a gym on Tuesday night, Remmende hosted the first ball game.

Remmende return sparks offensive eruption

**By CHARLIE KAUZ**

A lot has changed since DeeRemmende took charge of the ball in her first season. The 22-year-old's game has improved, and so has her leadership.

Remmende has been a key figure in the team's success this year, leading the team in scoring and rebounding. She is also known for her athletic ability, often taking on the role of the point guard in the team's lineup.

Because of the injury to the main member of the free-throwing team, the Northwestern College's Dee Remmende is due to make a return.

**Low by the Stunden**

The days when the Spurs dominated the Texas Hold’em tournament are over, but there’s still some hope for Alpha Tuna. The team won the second game of the tournament, but lost the first.

**Sports Desk**

The Spurs defeated the Texas Hold’em tournament in the first game of the tournament on Tuesday, but lost in the second game.

**Scoreboard**

Northwestern College’s Dee Remmende gets a hand in the big game Tuesday against the North Liberty Community Center in a gym on Tuesday night, Remmende hosted the first ball game.

**By JASEN NELSON**

Dee Remmende gets a hand in the big game Tuesday against the North Liberty Community Center in a gym on Tuesday night, Remmende hosted the first ball game.

Remmende return sparks offensive eruption

**By CHARLIE KAUZ**

Dee Remmende returns to the court Tuesday night, leading the Northwestern College team to victory in a game against the North Liberty Community Center.

Remmende return sparks offensive eruption

**By CHARLIE KAUZ**

Dee Remmende returns to the court Tuesday night, leading the Northwestern College team to victory in a game against the North Liberty Community Center.